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The figures in tlte margin indicate full marks

for tlte questions.

Answer eitlter in Englislt or in Assutnese

1. Answer the following. lx7:7

(i) Socrates was born at Athense in 
-* 

B.C.

(ii) According to Socrates knowledge is identical
with concept / virlue / sense perception.

(iil Platos Theory of Knowledge is discussed in
the dialogues of fheaetetus i Republic/
Phaedo.

(iv) 'Homo Mensura' who said this ?

Contd.



(v) Who criticised Plato's Theory of Ideas ?

(vi) What is the first cause of the universe ?

(vii) Who is called the Father of Logic ?

Answer the following in very short ? 2x4:8

(, What are the two kinds of virtue or good
(Socrates) ?

What are the two characteristics of "

knowledge according to Plato's.

Write two characteristics of Ideas.

Write the name of any two books written by
Aristotle.

Explain the Socrates view of 'Virtue is Knowledge'.
10

OR

'All knowledge is Through Concepts'. Explain and
examine the statement. 10

Critically discuss the Plato's theory of knowledge.
l0

OR

Explain and examine Plato's doctrine of Ideas. 10

Explain and examineAristotle's view of Form and
Matter. l0

4.

2.

(i,

(ut)

(iv)

5.

6.

aJ. Short answer (any three) out of five. 5 x 3: 1 5

(i) Virtue can be taught.

(it) Name any five important dialogues of Plato.

(iiil Plato's five arguments in favour of Ideas.

(iv) What are the .four causes ? Define what is
material cause.

(r) Aristotle's criticisrn of Plato's theory of
Ideas.

OR

What is the meaning of cause according to
Aristotle ? Give an account of his Theory of
Causation. 10
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